We present novel mixed-integer programming (MIP) formulations for (nonconvex) piecewise linear functions.
Example 1. Consider the univariate piecewise linear function f : r0, 4s Ñ R given as x P r0, 1s ùñ f pxq " 4x,
x P r1, 2s ùñ f pxq " 3x`1, (1a)
x P r2, 3s ùñ f pxq " 2x`3, x P r3, 4s ùñ f pxq " x`6,
along with its graph grpf q " tpx, 4xq : x P r0, 1su Y tpx, 3x`1q : x P r1, 2su Y tpx, 2x`3q : x P r2, 3su Y tpx, x`6q : x P r3, 4su.
It is possible to construct a MIP formulation for this disjunctive set directly. For example, the "multiple choice" (MC) formulations we will compare against in the computational experiments can be derived through generic MIP formulation techniques for disjunctive sets. Our approach will be to formulate the constraint in terms of the extreme points extpS i q of each of the pieces S i of the graph. For univariate functions, this reduces to the classical special ordered set of type 2 (SOS2)
constraint (Beale and Tomlin 1970) . Notationally, for some finite set V , we define ∆
ř vPV λ v " 1u and P pT q def " tλ P ∆ V : supppλq Ď T u, where supppλq def " tv P V : λ v ‰ 0u.
Example 2. Let f : r0, 4s Ñ R be the piecewise linear function from Example 1 with d " 4 pieces.
Observe that pt i q 5 i"1 " p0, 1, 2, 3, 4q is the set of all breakpoints of f ; we take V " d`1 as the corresponding indices. Then px, zq P grpf q if and only if px, zq " ř d`1 i"1`t i , f pt i q˘λ i for some λ P Ť d i"1 P pti, i`1uq. We refer to Ť d i"1 P pti, i`1uq as the SOS2 constraint on d pieces.
The standard "convex combination" (CC) formulation for SOS2 with d " 4 pieces is λ 1 ď y 1 , λ 2 ď y 1`y2 , λ 3 ď y 2`y3 , λ 4 ď y 3`y4 , λ 5 ď y 4 , ÿ d i"1
This formulation is sharp, as its LP relaxation transformed to the original px, zq-space as in Example 2 is Convpgrpf qq, the tightest possible convex relaxation. However, it is not ideal, or as strong as possible, as not all extreme points of the LP relaxation naturally satisfy the integrality conditions on y. In contrast, the logarithmic independent branching (LogIB) formulation (Vielma and Nemhauser 2011) is ideal, and also much smaller than CC (and most other formulations), whose size scales linearly in the number of pieces. As a result, the LogIB formulation can perform significantly better computationally than other existing formulations (Vielma et al. 2010 ).
For a generic PWL function f and disjunctive constraint grpf q "
and the family T " pT i " extpP id i"1 , which describe the underlying combinatorial structure among the pieces of grpf q induced by their shared breakpoints. Then we may express the graph in terms of T as grpf q "
and we can build a formulation for f through the combinatorial disjunctive constraint λ P Ť d i"1 P pT i q (Huchette and Vielma 2016) . We now detail the two formulation approaches that we use in this work. For conciseness, we will interchangeably refer to the combinatorial disjunctive constraint Ť d i"1 P pT i q by the associated family of sets T " pT i q d i"1 .
Independent branching formulations
The LogIB formulation is derived from the independent branching class of formulations, a combinatorial way of constructing formulations for disjunctive constraints. This approach was first developed for univariate and bivariate piecewise linear functions by Vielma and Nemhauser (2011) , and a complete characterization of its expressive power is given by Huchette and Vielma (2016) .
One way to systematically construct independent branching formulations is through the following graphical procedure introduced by Huchette and Vielma (2016) .
Proposition 1 (Huchette and Vielma (2016) ). Let T " pT i Ď V q d i"1 be a combinatorial disjunctive constraint and let pA k , B k q ( r k"1 be such that
• A k , B k Ď V and A k X B k " H for all k P r , and
• for u, v P T with u ‰ v, tu, vu Ę T i for all i P d if and only if pu, vq P pA kˆBk q Y pB kˆAk q for some k P r .
Then, an independent branching formulation for Ť d i"1 P pT i q is given by the ideal formulation
We say that pA
is a biclique representation of T with r levels as it corresponds to a biclique cover of a graph associated to T (see Huchette and Vielma (2016) for more details).
Example 3. The LogIB formulation for the SOS2 constraint with d " 4 arising in (1) is given by r " 2 and the sets A 1 " t3u, B 1 " t1, 5u, A 2 " t4, 5u, and B 2 " t1, 2u:
λ 3 ď y 1 , λ 1`λ5 ď 1´y 1 , λ 4`λ5 ď y 2 , λ 1`λ2 ď 1´y 2 , pλ, yq P ∆ d`1ˆt 0, 1u 2 .
Embedding formulations
The embedding approach for formulating disjunctive constraints Ť d i"1 S i works by selecting an encoding of length r, given by H P H r pdq def " H P t0, 1u dˆr :
, where H i denotes the i-th row of H. Each alternative S i is assigned its unique code H i , and the disjunctive set is "embedded" in a higher-dimensional space as
This easily leads to a MIP formulation for
as follows (the restriction to the combinatorial case is for notational convenience).
i"1 be a combinatorial disjunctive constraint and take r ě rlog 2 pdqs and H P H r pdq. Define the embedding EmpT , Hq
ConvpEmpT , Hqq. Then Q pT , Hq is a rational polyhedron and an ideal formulation for
is tpλ, yq P QpT , Hq : y P Z r u. We call this the embedding formulation of T associated to H.
In general, constructing a linear inequality description of QpT , Hq is very difficult, the resulting representation may be exponentially large, and its structure is highly dependent on the interplay between the sets T and the encoding H. Fortunately, Vielma (2017) gave an explicit description of QpT , Hq for the SOS2 constraint with any choice of encoding H. This description is geometric, in terms of the differences
Proposition 3 (Proposition 2, Vielma (2017)). For H P H r pdq, take H 0 " H 1 and
for each i P d´1 , and take LpHq " affpHq´H 1 , where affpHq is the affine subspace spanned by the rows of H. For b P LpHqzt0u, let M pbq def " ty P LpHq : b¨y " 0u constraint on d`1 breakpoints, then QpT , Hq is equal to all pλ, yq P ∆ d`1ˆa ffpHq such that
We obtain a variant of LogIB from Proposition 3 by using a class of encodings known as Gray codes (Savage 1997) . These encodings are of the form K r P t0, 1u dˆr for r " rlog 2 pdqs, where
" 1 for all j P d´1 . For the remainder, we will work with a particular Gray code known as the binary reflected Gray code (BRGC); see Appendix A.1 for a formal definition. We refer to the resulting formulation as Log and note that it coincides with LogIB when d is a powerof-two. We explore this relation further in Section 6.2.
A new embedding formulation for univariate piecewise linear functions
As stated above, the embedding approach works with encodings that are binary matrices. However, Proposition 3 also holds if the rows of H are in convex position, i.e. if extpP pHqq " tH i u
Additionally, Proposition 2 holds if H is both in convex position and is lattice-empty: i.e. if ConvpHq X Z r " H. Therefore, we will work with general integer encodings of the form H
) . We will now construct two new encodings (and, therefore, two new formulations) for the SOS2 constraint by transforming the BRGC. For the remainder of the subsection, assume without loss of generality (w.l.o.g.) that d " 2 r is a power-of-two. Otherwise, construct the codes ford " 2 rlog 2 pdqs and take the first d elements of the sequence.
Take K r as the BRGC for d " 2 r elements. Our first new code is the transformation of K r to
,iˇf or each k P d and i P r . In words, C r k,i is the number of times the sequence pK r 1,i , . . . , K r k,i q changes value, and is monotonic nondecreasing in k. Our second encoding will be Z r P t0, 1u dˆr , where Z r i " ApC r i q for the linear map A : R r Ñ R r given by
We show the encodings for r " 3 in Figure 1 , and include formal recursive definitions for them in Appendix A.1. Applying Proposition 3 with the new encodings gives two new formulations for SOS2.
Proposition 4. For notational simplicity, take α j " C and
We dub (4) the binary zig-zag formulation (ZZB) for SOS2, as its associated binary encoding Z r "zig-zags" through the interior of the unit hypercube (See Figure 1 ). We will refer to formulation (3) as the general integer zig-zag formulation (ZZI) because of its use of general integer encoding C r .
We emphasize that ZZI and ZZB are logarithmically-sized in d and ideal: the same size and strength as the LogIB formulation of Vielma and Nemhauser (2011) .
Figure 1
Depiction of K 3 (Left), C 3 (Center), and Z 3 (Right). The first row of each is marked with a dot, and the subsequent rows follow along the arrows. The axis orientation is different for Z 3 for visual clarity.
Univariate computational experiments
To evaluate the new zig-zag formulations against the existing formulations for univariate piecewise linear functions, we reproduce the computational experiments of Vielma et al. (2010) , with the addition of the ZZB and ZZI formulations. We compare against the MC, CC, LogIB, and Log formulations mentioned previously, as well as the SOS2 native branching (SOS2) implementation, and the incremental (Inc) and disaggregated logarithmic (DLog) formulations as described by Vielma et al. (2010) . The test instances are transportation problems whose objectives are the sum of 100 continuous nondecreasing concave univariate piecewise linear functions (see Vielma et al. (2010) for more details on the test instances). Table 1 Computational results for univariate transportation problems with powers-of-two segments.
modeling library (Dunning et al. 2017) in the Julia programming language (Bezanson et al. 2017) for all computational trials, here and for the remainder of this work. All such trials were performed on an Intel i7-3770 3.40GHz Linux workstation with 32GB of RAM.
In Table 1 , we present aggregated statistics for each formulation and each family of instances.
The Inc and DLog formulations both work very well for smaller instances. The CC formulation is never competitive, while the SOS2 and MC are somewhat effective on smaller instances, but do not scale well beyond that. For larger instances (N P t32, 64u), the logarithmic scaling of Log/LogIB, ZZI, and ZZB dominates, and one of them is the fastest formulation for over 85% of the instances in each family. The new formulations ZZB and ZZI are the winning formulations for roughly half of these larger instances.
In Table 2 , we alter our univariate test cases such that the number of segments is not a powerof-two. In particular, we randomly drop log 2 pN q´1 breakpoints from the interior, i.e. tt 2 , . . . , t N u.
We observe that the Inc formulation is superior for smaller instances, and that DLog performs relatively worse on these instances than when N is a power-of-two. Additionally, the Log and LogIB formulations perform roughly the same on all families of instances, but are relatively much worse than before. In particular, we observe that the new ZZI and ZZB formulations are the best performers for larger instances, and one of the two is the fastest formulation for every instance with N " 64. Additionally, ZZI and ZZB both offer roughly a 1.5-2x speed-up in mean solve time over Log and LogIB for most families of instances (N P t16, 32, 64u Table 2 Computational results for univariate transportation problems with non powers-of-two segments.
in performance of the logarithmic formulations Log and LogIB for non powers-of-two has been observed previously in the literature (Vielma and Nemhauser 2011 , Coppersmith and Lee 2005 , Muldoon 2012 , Muldoon et al. 2013 ). It is notable, then, that the new logarithmic formulations ZZI and ZZB do not exhibit this same performance penalty.
New hybrid formulations for bivariate piecewise linear functions
In Section 3, we modeled univariate functions by reducing them to the SOS2 constraint, which is a combinatorial description of the constraint in terms of the breakpoints. Since the combinatorial structure is sufficiently simple, it is possible to give an explicit geometric description for any possible embedding formulation of the constraint (Proposition 3). This allows us to design new formulations for univariate functions that are logarithmically-sized and display favorable computational performance properties. However, the combinatorial structure in the bivariate case is considerably more complex, and we do not have a geometric result analogous to Proposition 3 which characterizes all possible embedding formulations. Instead, we will see how we may apply the independent branching framework to construct ideal formulations combinatorially.
We will consider grid triangulations of a bounded rectangular domain
We discretize each dimension s P t1, 2u as l
qpd 2`1 q gridpoints, which we will represent by their indices as V " d 1`1 ˆ d 2`1 . We then triangulate each subrectangle rt
2 j`1 s by partitioning it into two axis-aligned triangles.
There are exactly two ways to triangulate each subrectangle in two dimensions. Then the combinatorial structure of the grid triangulation is given by the family of sets T " pT
, where each T P T corresponds to the indices of the gridpoints incident to one of the triangles. The bivariate function is then taken to be piecewise linear on each of these triangles. We can model the graph of this function in the same way as for univariate functions as grpf q " tpx 1 , x 2 , f px 1 , x 2:
. As we will see, the combinatorial structure imparted by the triangulation will affect which formulations we may use. Furthermore, the choice of triangulation is not arbitrary, and affects the values the function takes over its domain. That is, bivariate piecewise linear functions are not uniquely determined by the breakpoints and the function values at those breakpoints, as is the case with univariate functions. See Figure 2 for an example.
Figure 2
Two bivariate functions over D " r0, 1s 2 that match on the gridpoints, but differ on the interior of D.
Independent branching formulations for bivariate piecewise linear functions
Vielma and Nemhauser (2011) originally proposed an independent branching formulation for bivariate functions over a highly structured grid triangulation known as the J1 or Union Jack (Todd 1977 ). More recently, Huchette and Vielma (2016) propose an independent branching formulation under a strictly weaker structural condition involving the existence of certain graph colorings, as well as a (slightly larger) independent branching formulation for arbitrary grid triangulations.
All three formulation follow the same two-stage construction. The first stage enforces a "subrectangle selection" over the grid. For each axis (e.g. x 2 ), we group the elements of V into axis-parallel sets tpu, 1q, pu, 2q, . . . , pu, d 2`1 qu for each u P d 1`1 . We then apply an aggregated SOS2 constraint
k"1 . We analogously construct a biclique
k"1 for the aggregated SOS2 constraint aligned with the x 1 axis from a biclique representation tpÃ k ,B k qu r 2 i"1 for the SOS2 on d 2`1 breakpoints. After combining the aggregated SOS2 constraints along both axes, the resulting independent branching formulation (2) will ensure that λ will only have support over a single subrectangle in the grid, i.e.
supppλq Ď ti, i`1uˆtj, j`1u for some i P d 1 and j P d 2 . As SOS2 on k`1 breakpoints admits biclique representation with rlogpkqs levels, the "subrectangle selection" step can be accomplished with a biclique representation with rlog 2 pd 1 qs`rlog 2 pd 2 qs levels.
The second stage constructs the bicliques tpA 3,k , B 3,k qu
k"1 to enforce a "triangle selection" constraint. If we have already imposed that supppλq Ď ti, i`1uˆtj, j`1u with the rectangle selection constraint, presume that the triangulation of the subrectangle is oriented such that tpi, jq, pi`1, j1
qu Ć T for each T P T . Then we would like that there is some k P r 3 such that tpi, jq, pi`1, j`1qu P Vielma et al. (2010) observe that, when the triangulation is a Union Jack, this triangle selection step can be accomplished with r 3 " 1 levels. Huchette and Vielma (2016) show that, when a particular coloring exists for a graph corresponding to the triangulation T , it can be enforced with r 3 ď 2. In the same work, the authors present a "stencil" approach that enforces triangle selection for an arbitrary grid triangulation with r 3 " 9.
In this work, we derive a construction that performs the triangle selection with r 3 " 6 levels.
We defer a formal description to Appendix A.2, and instead illustrate it on the triangulation with Figure 3 . Let E Ă 8 2 be the set of diagonal line segments that define the triangulation. In the top row, we show the first 3 levels, which enforce the triangle selection constraint on all subrectangles ti, juˆtj, j`1u whose orientation is from the southeast corner to the northwest corner (and so tpi`1, jq, pi`1, jqu P E). More specifically, for k P Z let the diagonal line offset by k be given by L k " tpi, jq P d 1`1 ˆ d 2`1 : j " i`ku, along with the ordering Figure 3 , the setsĀ k andB k are represented by blue squares and green diamonds, respectively). Finally, for each k P 3 we take A k (resp. B k ) as the union over all allĀ k 1 (resp.B k 1 ) with k 1 mod 3 " k´1. From Figure 3 we can see how the lines in E covered by pA k , B k q are sufficiently far apart for it to satisfy the conditions of Proposition 1 (e.g for any pu, vq P A k˚Bk , tu, vu Ć T for each T P T ). The second row of Figure 3 shows the last 3 levels that are constructed analogously for segment crossing from the southeast to the northwest. As the complete construction has 6 levels and proceeds by translating a "stencil"
diagonally through the grid, we refer to it as the 6-stencil triangle selection formulation.
Figure 3
An independent branching representation for triangle selection that uses 6 levels. The first row enforces triangle selection on all subrectangles whose triangulation goes from southwest to northeast; the bottom row enforces it for all subrectangles whose triangulation goes from southeast to northwest.
Combination of formulations
The modular nature of our bivariate independent branching formulations in terms of two (aggregated) SOS2 constraints and a biclique representation for the "triangle selection" hints at the fact that we could potentially replace the independent branching formulations for the two SOS2 constraints with any SOS2 formulation and maintain validity. This means that, for example, we can construct a formulation for bivariate functions over a grid triangulation by applying the ZZI formulation for the aggregated SOS2 constraint along the x 1 and the x 2 dimension, and the 6-stencil independent branching formulation to enforce triangle selection. However, in general the intersection of ideal formulations will not be ideal, with independent branching formulations being a notable exception. Fortunately, the following proposition (proven in Appendix A.3) shows that this preservation of strength is not restricted to independent branching formulations, but holds for any intersection of ideal formulations of combinatorial disjunctive constraints.
Computational experiments with bivariate piecewise linear functions
To study the computational efficacy of the 6-stencil approach for triangle selection, we perform a computational study on a series of two-commodity transportation problems studied in Section 5.2 of Vielma et al. (2010) . The objective functions for these instances are the sum of 25 concave, nondecreasing bivariate piecewise linear functions over grid triangulations with 8, 16, 32u . The triangulation of each bivariate function is generated randomly, which is the only difference from (Vielma et al. 2010) , where the Union Jack triangulation was used. To handle the generic triangulations, we apply the 6-stencil formulation for triangle selection, coupled with either the Log, ZZB, or ZZI formulation for the SOS2 constraints. We compare these new formulations against the CC, MC, and DLog formulations, which readily generalize to bivariate functions.
In Table 3 , we see that the new approaches win on every instance in our test bed. For N " 16, we see a speed-up of almost an order of magnitude over the DLog formulation, the best of the existing approaches from the literature. We see that the Log formulation wins a plurality or majority of Table 3 Computational results for transportation problems whose objective function is the sum of bivariate piecewise linear objective functions on grids of size N " d1 " d2.
instances for N P t8, 16, 32u, and that the ZZI formulation is outperformed by the ZZB formulation by a non-trivial amount on larger instances.
For comparison, we also perform bivariate computational experiments where N is not a powerof-two, now adding the LogIB formulation as an option for the SOS2 constraints. We use a similar instance generation scheme as for the univariate non-power-of-two experiments in Section 3.1, randomly dropping log 2 pN q´1 gridpoints from the interior of the domain along each axis, i.e. from both tt Table 3 , although the ZZB and ZZI formulations perform slightly better on these instances relatively to when N is a power-of-two. There is no significant difference between the Log and LogIB 6-stencil formulations.
Optimal independent branching schemes
Although the independent branching constructions thus far have an interpretable, two-stage heuristic construction, the combinatorial framework of Huchette and Vielma (2016) admits the notion of "optimal" independent branching formulations. An optimal formulation is obtained from a biclique representation with the fewest possible levels. This value is universally lower bounded by rlog 2 pdqs where d is the number of domain pieces, but it may not be attainable. The 6-stencil formulation coupled with two logarithmic representations for the SOS2 constraints requires rlog 2 pd 1 qs`rlog 2 pd 2 qs6 levels, and so is optimal up to a additive constant. Table 4 Comparison of bivariate piecewise-linear grid triangulation formulations using the 6-stencil approach (6S) against an optimal triangle selection formulation (Opt) on grids of size N " d1 " d2.
significant impact on the overall computational performance. For example, if we have a grid triangulation with d 1 " d 2 " 8, there is a lower bound of 7 levels, while the 6-stencil approach gives a formulation with 12 levels, nearly twice the lower bound. Additionally, if the triangulation happens to be the Union Jack, the specialized formulation of Vielma and Nemhauser (2011) attains this lower bound of 7. Therefore, it stands to reason that there might be some remaining performance gains to be made by reducing this constant factor, particularly for smaller bivariate grid triangulations. As an illustration, we study the case where we compute an optimal biclique representation for the triangle selection constraint, and then combine it with the axis-aligned SOS2 approach for the rectangle selection portion. In preliminary experiments, we did not observe significant practical advantage for using an optimal representation for the complete triangulation.
In Table 4 , we report computational experiments for this optimal triangle selection approach on our bivariate test problems with grids of size d 1 " d 2 " N P t4, 8u. We compare against the Log, ZZB, and ZZI formulations coupled with the 6-stencil. We compute an optimal triangle selection biclique representation using the MIP formulation of (Huchette and Vielma 2016, Proposition 7).
For N " 4, we observe that the optimal triangle selection formulations win on 65 of 100 instances, with relatively lower solve times, on average, than their 6-stencil counterparts. For the family of larger instances with N " 8, the optimal triangle selection formulations win on 51 of 100 instances.
Interestingly, the optimal triangle selection formulations exhibit slightly higher average solve times than the 6-stencil ones, but with a lower variance in solve time.
The MIP formulation for computing optimal triangle selection representations does not scale for instances with N ą 8, so the evaluation of this approach on larger instances will require new solution techniques for the minimum biclique cover problem. However, the subproblems to compute the optimal triangle selection formulations with N " 4 solved relatively quickly, on the order of a few seconds. We note that, with N " 8, the minimum triangle selection formulation had 3 levels on 54 instances and 4 levels on 46 instances. On those instances where the minimum size representation has 3 levels, the optimal triangle selection formulations had 175 binary variables and 350 general inequality constraints total, while the 6-stencil formulations has 250 binary variables and 500 general inequality constraints.
Computational tools for piecewise linear modeling: PiecewiseLinearOpt
Throughout this work, we have investigated a number of possible formulations for optimization problems containing piecewise linear functions. The performance of these formulations can be highly dependent on latent structure in the function and its domain, and there are potentially a number of formulations one may want to try on a given problem instance. However, these formulations can seem quite complex and daunting to a practitioner, especially one unfamiliar with the intricacies and idiosyncrasies of MIP modeling. Anecdotally, we have observed that the complexity of these formulations has driven potential users to simpler but less performant models, or to abandon MIP solutions altogether for other approaches.
This gap between high-performance and accessibility is fundamental throughout optimization.
One essential tool to help close the gap is the algebraic modeling language, which allows the user to express an optimization problem in a user-friendly, pseudo-mathematical style, and obviates the need to interact with the underlying optimization solver directly. Because they offer a much which offers state-of-the-art performance and advanced functionality, and is readily extensible.
To accompany this work, we have created PiecewiseLinearOpt, a Julia package that extends JuMP to offer all the formulation options discussed herein through a simple, high-level modeling 
Figure 4
PiecewiseLinearOpt code to set the univariate function (1) as the objective, using the Log formulation.
interface. The package supports continuous univariate piecewise linear functions, and bivariate piecewise linear functions over grid triangulations.
In Figure 4 , we see sample code that sets the univariate piecewise linear function (1) as the objective function for a simple optimization problem. In the first line, we load the required packages:
JuMP, PiecewiseLinearOpt, and the CPLEX package for the CPLEX solver. Next, we define the Model object, and add the x variable to it. Here, we express the piecewise linear function in terms of the breakpoints xval of the domain, and the corresponding function values fval at these breakpoints.
We call the piecewiselinear function, which adds the Log formulation for the piecewise linear function to the model. It returns a JuMP variable z which is constrained to lie in the graph grpf q of the function, and can then used anywhere in the model, e.g. in the objective function.
It is often most natural to express a piecewise linear function with a functional form, rather than the breakpoint representation. For instance, this is the case when you would like to use a piecewise linear function to approximate a general nonlinear function. In the sample code in Figure 5 , we construct a grid discretization of a nonlinear bivariate function on the box domain r0, 1s 2 . We construct a BivariatePWLFunction object to approximate it, choosing the triangulation such that it best approximates the function values at the midpoint of each subrectangle in the grid. We use the ZZI formulation along each axis x 1 and x 2 ; it will automatically use the 6-stencil triangle selection portion of the formulation, as the triangulation is unstructured. PiecewiseLinearOpt code to set a bivariate function as the objective. The triangulation is selected to best approximate the function value at the midpoint of the subrectangles. The 6-stencil formulation is automatically selected, using with the ZZI formulation for both axis-aligned SOS2 constraints.
The PiecewiseLinearOpt package supports all the formulations presented in this work, and can handle the construction and formulation of both structured or unstructured grid triangulations.
All this complexity is hidden from the user, who can embed piecewise linear functions in their optimization problem in a single line of code with the piecewiselinear function. We hope that this simple computational tool will make the advanced formulations available for modeling piecewise linear functions more broadly accessible to researchers and practitioners.
Analysis of the formulations
In the remainder, we analyze structural properties of our new logarithmic formulations. First, we study the branching behavior of the ZZI formulation, which is superior to that of Log and may explain its computational advantage. We also study a connection between the independent branching and the embedding perspectives through the notion of a "redundant embedding." We see that, for more complex constraints such as the bivariate grid triangulation, redundancy may actually be necessary to construct small formulations through the embedding perspective.
Branching behavior of ZZI
As observed by Vielma et al. (2010) and in our computational experiments, the original logarithmic formulation LogIB can offer a considerable computational advantage over existing formulations, particularly for univariate piecewise linear functions with many pieces d. However, it has also been observed that variable branching with the logarithmic formulation can produce weaker dual bounds than other approaches such as the incremental Inc formulation (e.g. Yildiz and Vielma (2013) ).
A traditional way to assess the strength of a MIP formulation is to study its LP relaxation, i.e.
the formulation with integrality conditions relaxed. Tighter formulations with LP relaxations that closely approximate the convex hull of the set of interest (in this case, grpf q) tend to lead to better computational performance with branch-and-bound-based methods that solve a series of these relaxations (with altered variable bounds and possibly valid inequalities added) as subproblems. All the formulations discussed in this work are sharp, and so their projection onto the original px, zqspace yields Convpgrpf qq. This is the best we may hope for a convex relaxation of a nonconvex set grpf q. However, the relaxations of the various formulations after branching on one of the integer variables y can be significantly different.
Returning to the SOS2 constraint with d " 4 from Example 2, The corresponding logarithmic formulation Log (also LogIB) is all pλ, yq P ∆ 5ˆt 0, 1u 2 such that
while the ZZI formulation is all pλ, yq P ∆ 5ˆt 0, 1, 2uˆt0, 1u such that λ 3`λ4`2 λ 5 ď y 1 ď λ 2`λ3`2 λ 4`2 λ 5 , λ 4`λ5 ď y 2 ď λ 3`λ4`λ5 .
The corresponding mapping from the λ variables to the original px, zq-space is px, zq " p0, 0qλ 1p 1, 4qλ 2`p 2, 7qλ 3`p 3, 9qλ 4`p 4, 10qλ 5 . As mentioned, both formulations are sharp, and so their LP relaxation projected onto px, zq-space is Convpgrpf qq; see Figure 6 . However, we will see that when
f is a concave function such as (1), Log leads to relaxations after branching that are qualitatively and quantitatively worse than the corresponding relaxations after branching of ZZI.
To quantitatively assess relaxation strength after branching, we consider two metrics. The first is the volume of the projection of the LP relaxation onto px, zq-space. The second is the proportion of the domain where the LP relaxation after branching is stronger than the LP relaxation without branching. More formally, if F is the projection of the original LP relaxation
5.5 0.5 0 3.5 3.5 0 Strengthened Prop. 0 0 1 1 0.5 0.5 1 Table 5 Metrics for each possible branching decision on z1 for Log and ZZI applied to (1).
onto px, zq-space, and F 1 is the projection of the LP relaxation after branching, then we report
VolpDq
Vol` x P D : min px,zqPF z ă min px,zqPF 1 z (˘, which we dub the strengthened proportion.
First, we consider the logarithmic formulation Log. Down-branching on y 1 (i.e. y 1 ď 0) implies that λ 3 " 0. Up-branching on y 1 (i.e. y 1 ě 1) implies that λ 1 " λ 5 " 0. See in Figure 7 that the down branch produces an LP relaxation that is weak and qualitatively similar to the LP relaxation without branching. The strengthened proportion is 0, and so when minimizing f , the dual bound will be the same after branching as for the original LP relaxation (assuming both are feasible).
For the general integer zig-zag formulation ZZI, we have two possibilities for branching on y 1 , depicted in Figure 7 . Branching y 1 ď 0 implies λ 3 " λ 4 " λ 5 " 0, while the opposite branch y 1 ě 1 implies λ 1 ď λ 4`λ5 . The second branching choice is between y 1 ď 1, which implies λ 5 ď λ 1`λ2 , or y 1 ě 2, which implies that λ 1 " λ 2 " λ 3 " 0. We note that after branching either y 1 ď 0 or y 1 ě 2, the relaxation is then exact, i.e. the relaxation is equal to exactly one of the pieces of the graph of f . Furthermore, when branching either y 1 ď 1 or y 1 ě 1, we deduce a general inequality on the λ variables that improves the strengthened proportion relative to Log.
As we see qualitatively in Figures 6 and 7 and quantitatively in Table 5 , the ZZI formulation yields LP relaxations after branching that are both stronger and more balanced than the Log formulation. In Appendix B, we offer a more complex example with an 8-piece concave piecewise linear function where this effect is even more pronounced.
An instructive way to interpret the branching of ZZI is as emulating the "incremental" branching of Inc. The Inc formulation has d´1 binary variables y, and produces very balanced branchand-bound trees (Yildiz and Vielma 2013, Vielma 2015) . Branching down on y k yields a projected relaxation of Convptpx, zq P grpf q : t 1 ď x ď t k`1 uq of all the pieces of the graph to the left of the pk`1q-th breakpoint t k`1 ; similarly, up-branching giving the convex hull of all pieces to the right of after variable branching. The combination of a balanced branch-and-bound tree and hereditary sharpness allows Inc to perform very well for small d, before the linear scaling in d takes over (see the computational results in Section 3.1). As we see in Figure 7 , the ZZI formulation mimics this incremental branching, but only approximates the hereditary sharpness of Inc. In this sense, we have constructed ZZI to combine the small size of the logarithmic formulations Log and LogIB, with the superior incremental branching behavior of Inc. Projection of the LP relaxation of both (6) and (7) onto the px, zq-space. Feasible region in the px, zq-space for the Log formulation (6) after: down-branching y1 ď 0 (top left), and up-branching y1 ě 1 (bottom left); and for the ZZI formulation (7) after: down-branching on y1 ď 0 (top center), up-branching on y1 ě 1 (bottom center), down-branching on y1 ď 1 (top right), and up-branching on y1 ě 2 (bottom right).
Redundant representations of disjunctive sets
As mentioned previously, the logarithmic independent branching formulation LogIB of Vielma et al.
(2010) coincides with the logarithmic embedding formulation Log constructed via Proposition 3 when d is a power-of-two. However, this is not the case otherwise. For a concrete example, take
Contrastingly, the LogIB formulation is
after a suitable affine transformation of the variables. The formulations are identical, save an extra λ 4 term that appears in the first constraint of the Log formulation. Furthermore, take the encoding
, p1, 0q, p1, 1q, p0, 1qq. For each row i P 4 , there is a corresponding feasible solution pλ, H i q for (9). This is not the case for the embedding formulation, as there does not exist any λ 1 P ∆ 4 such that pλ 1 , H 4 q is feasible for (8). Furthermore, both formulations are embedding formulations in the following sense. Take pT i q i"1 , H 1:4 q is equal to the LP relaxation of (9). That is, the independent branching formulation (9) is an embedding formulation for Ť 4 i"1 P pT i q, which is identical to Ť 3 i"1 P pT i q as P pT 4 q Ĺ P pT 3 q.
As the following proposition shows, this is true in general: any independent branching formulation is an embedding formulation for a (potentially redundant) representation of the PWL function.
be a biclique representation of T . If there is no i ‰ j such that T i Ĺ T j , then there exists an encoding
• pλ, yq P QpT , Hq X pR VˆZL q is an ideal formulation for T , and
• pλ, yq P QpT , Hq if and only if
We refer to T as a redundant representation of T .
Redundancy can lead to smaller formulations
We have observed that there is a divergence of the embedding formulation Log and the independent branching formulation LogIB for the SOS2 constraint when the number of segments d is not a power-of-two. However, the difference between Log and LogIB seems to be practically inconsequential: it only manifested through certain coefficient changes in the constraints, and the results in Sections 3.1 and Appendix A.4 suggest that there is little computational difference between the two. However, we now show that for more complex constraints, redundant representations can be strictly more powerful than non-redundant representations, in the sense that redundant representations can yield ideal formulations that are strictly smaller than any ideal non-redundant embedding formulation. Furthermore, we see in the following example that this can arise naturally when using the combinatorial independent branching approach.
Take the d 1 " d 2 " 2 grid triangulation depicted in Figure 8 , given by T " pT i q 8 i"1 , where
T 4 " tp3, 1q, p3, 2q, p2, 2qu, T 5 " tp1, 2q, p2, 2q, p1, 3qu, T 6 " tp2, 2q, p2, 3q, p1, 3qu, 2q, p2, 3q, p3, 2qu, T 8 " tp2, 3q, p3, 2q, p3, 3qu. Using the approach of Huchette and Vielma (2016) , one can show that the minimum size biclique representation for T has 4 levels, which is strictly greater than the log 2 p|T |q " 3 lower bound. One such formulation is λ p1,1q`λp3,3q ď 1´y 1 , λ p1,3q`λp2,2q`λp3,1q ď y 1 (10a) λ p1,2q`λp2,1q ď 1´y 2 , λ p2,3q`λp3,2q ď y 2 (10b) λ p1,1q`λp2,1q`λp3,1q ď 1´y 3 , λ p1,3q`λp2,3q`λp3,3q ď y 3 (10c) λ p1,1q`λp1,2q`λp1,3q ď 1´y 4 , λ p3,1q`λp3,2q`λp3,3q ď y 4 (10d)
Take H P t0, 1u 8ˆ4 , where
H 5 " p1, 0, 1, 0q, H 6 " p1, 1, 1, 0q, H 7 " p1, 1, 1, 1q, H 8 " p0, 1, 1, 1q, If pλ, H i q is feasible for (10), then λ P P pT i q. Furthermore, Proj y ptpλ, yq : (10)uq " t0, 1u 4 . That is, there are feasible points pλ, yq for (10) where y is not a row of H. Therefore, it is not an embedding formulation for T with respect to H. However, upon further inspection, we could also take the sets T 9 " tp1, 1qu, T 10 " tp2, 1qu, T 11 " tp2, 2qu, T 12 " tp2, 2qu,
along with H P t0, 1u 16ˆ4 , where H i " H i for i P 8 and H 9 " p0, 1, 0, 0q, H 10 " p0, 0, 0, 1q, H 11 " p1, 1, 0, 0q, H 12 " p1, 0, 1, 1q, H 13 " p0, 0, 1, 0q, H 14 " p0, 1, 0, 1q, H 15 " p0, 1, 1, 0q, H 16 " p0, 0, 1, 1q.
If pλ, H i q is feasible for (10) for some i P t9, . . . , 16u, then λ P P pT i q Ĺ P pT i´8 q (see Figure 8) .
Furthermore, the LP relaxation of (10) is precisely Q`T , H˘, where T " pT i q 16 i"1 .
By introducing the artificial redundant sets pT i q
We close by noting that constructing a formulation through the embedding approach requires us to carefully select the encoding vectors H for each of the sets in P. In the case of more complex constraints such as the example above, we may additionally have to consider redundant representations as well. In contrast to the univariate case, we have no principled way to go about this beyond brute force enumeration. In contrast, (10) arises naturally through the combinatorial independent branching approach, and can be constructed directly from the coloring formulation of Huchette and Vielma (2016) . Therefore, we offer this, along with the computational experiments in Section 4.3, as evidence that the combinatorial nature of the independent branching framework, while more restrictive than the geometric embedding approach, is still capable of producing small and high-performing formulations for disjunctive constraints, and can be considerably simpler to apply. 
Conclusion
We present this work as a natural sequel to the work of Vielma et al. (2010) , applying modern advanced MIP formulation techniques developed in the intervening 10 years to piecewise linear functions. We close this paper by stating some remaining open questions and research directions.
First, in Section 4.4 we saw that the MIP formulation of Huchette and Vielma (2016) for computing minimum size biclique covers does not scale beyond small problem instances. A specialized algorithm or heuristic for computing these biclique covers would be of significant interest for computing "optimal" formulations for piecewise linear functions, and for a host of other disjunctive constraints. Second, lower bounds on the minimum size of independent branching representations for both grid triangulation, as well as for the triangle selection constraint, would be of interest, along with simple constructions akin to the 6-stencil that attain this lower bound. Based on our computational observations, we conjecture that any grid triangulation on
admits an independent branching formulation with rlog 2 pd 1 qs`rlog 2 pd 2 qs`3 levels, and that the triangle selection constraint for the same grid can always be enforced with 4 levels. Third, our work here focuses on univariate and bivariate piecewise linear functions. The case where the domain is higher-dimensional is also of interest, and considerably less well-understood. Finally, we only consider bivariate functions over a regular grid triangulation. There may be cases (e.g. in an adaptive grid refinement scheme) where irregular triangulations are desirable. It is worthwhile investigating how the formulation approaches studied in this work would generalize to these other settings.
To construct this biclique cover, consider all "diagonal lines" in the grid, offset by some i P Z:
along with all "anti-diagonal lines" offset by i P Z: 
Applying an identical argument to the anti-diagonal edges, we can produce pĀ ADLpiq ,B ADLpisuch thatĒ
It just remains to show that we can aggregrate these sets together into 6 groups, while maintaining this inclusion property. For this note that for any i, j P Z with |i´j| ě 3, we have that ||u´v|| 8 ě 2 for each u P DLpiq and v P DLpjq. Furthermore, tu, vu PĒ for any u, v P V such that ||u´v|| 8 ě 2. Then for any u PĀ DLpiq and v PB DLpjq , we have tu, vu PĒ. The same property holds for the anti-diagonal lines, so if we define
ADLpiq for each α P t0, 1, 2u we havē
DL,α˚BDL,α˘Y`AADL,α˚BADL,α˘˘ĂĒ .
A.3. Proof of Proposition 5
For simplicity, assume w.l.o.g. that V " n . Let R " tpλ, y 1 , . . . , y r q P R n`ř r i"1 r i : pλ, y i q P R i @i P r u be the LP relaxation of (5). Because the original formulations are ideal (and in particular, sharp), we have
and hence (5) is sharp, as Proj λ pRq " ∆ n .
To show (5) is also ideal, consider any point pλ,ŷ 1 , . . . ,ŷ r q P R. First, we show that if this point is extreme, thenλ " e v for some v P n . Consider some point whereλ is fractional; w.l.o.g., presume that 0 ăλ 1 ,λ 2 ă 1. Define λ`d ef "λ` e 1´ e 2 and λ´d i . Therefore, we may take Table 6 Computational results for transportation problems whose objective function is the sum of bivariate piecewise linear objective functions on grids of size N " d1 " d2, when N is not a power-of-two.
A.4. Non-power-of-two bivariate computational results
See Table 6 .
Appendix B: 8-segment piecewise linear function formulation branching
Consider the univariate piecewise linear function f : r0, 8s Ñ R given by f pxq "
0 ď x ď 1 7x`1 1 ď x ď 2 6x`3 2 ď x ď 3 5x`6 3 ď x ď 4 4x`10 4 ď x ď 5 3x`15 5 ď x ď 6 2x`21 6 ď x ď 7 x`28 7 ď x ď 8.
(11)
The corresponding LogIB/Log formulation is λ 2`2 λ 3`3 λ 4`4 λ 5`5 λ 6`6 λ 7`7 λ 8`8 λ 9 " x (12a) 8λ 2`1 5λ 3`2 1λ 4`2 6λ 5`3 0λ 6`3 3λ 7`3 5λ 8`3 6λ 9 " z (12b) λ 3`λ7 ď y 1 ď λ 2`λ3`λ4`λ6`λ7 (12c) λ 4`λ5`λ6 ď y 2 ď λ 3`λ4`λ5`λ6`λ7 (12d) λ 6`λ7`λ8`λ9 ď y 3 ď λ 5`λ6`λ7`λ8`λ9 (12e)
and the corresponding ZZI formulation is λ 2`2 λ 3`3 λ 4`4 λ 5`5 λ 6`6 λ 7`7 λ 8`8 λ 9 " x (13a) 8λ 2`1 5λ 3`2 1λ 4`2 6λ 5`3 0λ 6`3 3λ 7`3 5λ 8`3 6λ 9 " z (13b) Table 7 Metrics for each possible branching decision on z1 for Log and ZZI applied to (11).
λ 3`λ4`2 λ 5`2 λ 6`3 λ 7`3 λ 8`4 λ 9 ď y 1 ď λ 2`λ3`2 λ 4`2 λ 5`3 λ 6`3 λ 7`4 λ 8`4 λ 9 (13c) λ 4`λ5`λ6`λ7`2 λ 8`2 λ 9 ď y 2 ď λ 3`λ4`λ5`λ6`2 λ 7`2 λ 8`2 λ 9 (13d) λ 6`λ7`λ8`λ9 ď y 3 ď λ 5`λ6`λ7`λ8`λ9 (13e)
pλ, yq P ∆ 9ˆt 0, 1, 2, 3, 4uˆt0, 1, 2uˆt0, 1u
In Table 7 , we show statistics for the relaxations of the both. We observe that the ZZI formulation yields more balanced branching, with the volume and strengthened proportion more equal between the resulting two branches. Feasible region in the px, zq-space for the Log formulation (12) after: down-branching y1 ď 0 (left), and up-branching y1 ě 1 (right). 
Figure 10
Feasible region in the px, zq-space for the ZZI formulation (13) after: down-branching on y1 ď 0 (top first column), up-branching on y1 ě 1 (bottom first column), down-branching on y1 ď 1 (top right); down-branching on y1 ď 1 (top second column), up-branching on y1 ě 2 (bottom second column); down-branching on y1 ď 2 (top third column), up-branching on y1 ě 3 (bottom third column); down-branching on y1 ď 3 (top fourth column), and up-branching on y1 ě 4 (bottom fourth column).
Appendix C: Proof of Proposition 6
Let H P H L p2 L q, A 
is a formulation of T and T , and hence
Ť 2 L i"1 P pT i q. Then 1. for all i P 2 L , there exists j P d such that T i Ď T j , and 2. for all j P d , there exists i P 2 L such that T j Ď T i ,
as P pT q Y P pSq is non-convex for any T, S Ă V such that S Ę T and T Ę S. The containment on the second point cannot always be strict because of the non-containment assumption on T . The fact that (14) is equivalent to pλ, yq P QpT , Hq follows by noting that pλ, yq P R Vˆt 0, 1u L satisfies (14) if and only if pλ, yq P EmpT , Hq, and that the polytope defined by (14) has extreme points with y P t0, 1u L .
